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To target mitigation of anti-site defect formation in Cu2ZnSnS4�xSex, a new class of chalcogenides, for

which Ba or Sr (group 2) replace Zn (group 12), has recently been introduced for prospective solar

absorber application. Cu2BaGeSe4 (CBGSe) and Cu2BaSnS4 (CBTS) are two such compounds, which

share a common trigonal crystal structure (P31 space group) and similar quasi-direct band gap (�2 eV).

While CBTS-based films have already been studied, there are no reports yet on films and solar cells

based on related CBGSe. To identify key differences and similarities in the electronic properties between

these two materials, electronic characteristics (e.g., carrier concentration, mobility, electron affinity,

defect levels, recombination, and charge carrier kinetics) of vacuum-deposited CBGSe and CBTS films

are compared using a variety of characterization methods. Hall effect measurements reveal that CBGSe

films have relatively higher hole carrier concentration and lower mobility (3 � 1015 cm�3, 0.6 cm2 V�1

s�1) compared to CBTS (5 � 1012 cm�3, 3.5 cm2 V�1 s�1). Photoelectron spectroscopy yields low

electron affinity values for both CBGSe (3.7 eV) and CBTS (3.3 eV), pointing to the necessity of pursuing

low electron affinity buffer materials for both types of absorbers. At low temperatures, CBGSe films show

free-exciton photoluminescence, as well as pronounced deep-level emission at �1.4 eV, while CBTS

films exhibit a strong bound-exciton signal with noticeably less intense deep-level emission than for

CBGSe. Charge carrier kinetics, transport, and recombination properties of both types of films are also

analyzed using optical-pump terahertz-probe spectroscopy and time-resolved microwave conductivity.

The first CBGSe prototype solar cells (using chemical bath deposited CdS as a buffer layer) show

a maximum of 1.5% efficiency with �0.62 V open-circuit voltage. The measured properties point to

possible limiting factors for CBGSe and related films for PV and optoelectronics and provide insights on

possible approaches for improvement within this multinary chalcogenide family.
Introduction

Kesterite Cu2ZnSnS4�xSex (CZTS), which replaces scarce and
expensive group-13 elements indium/gallium in CuIn1�xGax-
S2�ySey (CIGS) with earth-abundant group-12 zinc (Zn) and
group-14 tin (Sn), has been considered as an alternative light
absorbing material to CIGS for thin-lm solar cells. However,
the highest power conversion efficiency (PCE) for CZTS devices
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is only 12.6%, achieved in 2014,1 far less than the record 23.4%
PCE for CIGS analogs.2 A key limiting factor for CZTS solar cells
relates to low open-circuit voltage (VOC).3,4 The VOC decit in
turn correlates, at least in part, with the small energy cost for
the exchange between Cu and Zn atoms in the lattice due to
their similar size, coordination, and chemical valence.5–8 The
similarities between the two atoms result in formation of a high
density of associated anti-site defects and defect-clusters in the
CZTS lattice, which may introduce band tailing that can reduce
VOC and efficiency of the CZTS solar cells.9–11 Given the similar
sizes and coordination for Cu, Zn and Sn, other permutations of
anti-site defects and related defect clusters (e.g., CuSn, ZnSn,
SnZn, CuZn + SnZn) are expected to contribute to the VOC decit
through band tailing and/or deep defects.7,12,13

One possible approach for minimizing anti-site related
lattice disorder involves substituting Zn with larger and chem-
ically more differentiated group-2 elements. This approach has
introduced a new class of chalcogenides, I2–II–IV–X4 (I¼ Cu, Ag;
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630 | 23619
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II ¼ Sr, Ba; IV ¼ Ge, Sn; X ¼ S, Se).14,15 Sr and Ba not only have
larger ionic sizes than Cu, but also have a distinct coordination
environment in the I2–II–IV–X4 lattice compared to Zn, which in
turn has similar coordination to the I (and IV) atoms.14 Such
dissimilarities between I (and IV) and II elements in I2–II–IV–X4

result in a higher formation energy for related anti-site defects,
thus inhibiting formation of severe band tailing.16–18 Among
these compounds, Cu2BaSnS4 (CBTS) adopts a trigonal (P31)
crystal structure and has a quasi-direct band gap of 2.02 eV.17

The band gap of CBTS can be reduced to 1.55 eV by partially
substituting S with Se to form Cu2BaSnS4�xSex (CBTSSe; x ¼
3).17 CBTS and CBTSSe consist of earth-abundant, lower toxicity
metals, a favorable situation in terms of prospective production
scalability. These properties of CBTS motivate studies related to
thin-lm synthesis using both solution-19 and vacuum-based
techniques,16,17,20 as well as their photovoltaic (PV) and water
electrolysis applications.16,19–22 So far, the highest solar cell PCE
achieved based on CBTSSe is 5.2% from solar cells based on
lms prepared by sulfo-selenization of co-sputtered precursor
layers.16

As of yet, no reports have appeared on lms and solar cells
based on the related Cu2BaGeSe4 (CBGSe) system, which is
isostructural to CBTS.14,23 According to Wessler et al.,24 the band
gap of CBGSe can be tuned from 1.91 eV to 1.57 eV by partial
substitution of Ge with Sn (Cu2BaGe1�xSnxSe4 or CBGTSe). The
tunable properties and appropriate range of band gaps show the
potential of applying this compound to a light absorbing layer
in solar cells. Interestingly, CBTS and CBGSe offer similar band
gaps (close to 2 eV).17,24 However, while CBTS comprises Cu+ and
Sn4+ ions with similar ionic size, for CBGSe, ionic sizes for Cu+

and Ge4+ are distinct (i.e., all metal ions in the CBGSe structure
offer substantially distinct ionic radii). It is therefore interesting
to consider whether this distinction between CBTS and CBGSe
can yield dissimilar defect and electrical transport properties
and therefore different prospects for solar-related devices.
Another important aspect for efficient solar cells relates to band
alignment among device layers. It is known that formation of
cliff-type conduction band offset (CBO < 0 eV) between absorber
and buffer layer of a solar cell increases the degree of interface
recombination, which is detrimental for performance.25 Band
positions of CBTS, with respect to vacuum-level or CdS, have
been previously investigated from work function and at-band
potential determination using X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS) and/or electrochemical Mott–Schottky analysis.20,26

These studies show that CBTS forms a large cliff-type CBO with
a CdS buffer layer, and therefore associated devices are
vulnerable to interface recombination. However, the band
positions for CBGSe have not yet been reported.

In this study, we prepared CBGSe and analogous CBTS lms
from selenization or sulfurization of Cu–Ba–Ge and Cu–Ba–Sn
precursor layers, deposited sequentially using vacuum-based
techniques. The CBGSe and CBTS lms were then used for
detailed characterization and as a light absorber for solar cells.
To identify the key underlying differences between these two
compounds, we investigated electronic properties of the CBGSe
and CBTS lms. Hall effect was used to determine the majority
carrier types, concentrations, and mobilities for the
23620 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630
semiconductor lms. The densities of states near the conduc-
tion band and valence band edges have been examined by
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and inverse
photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) to determine the band
positions (i.e., electron affinity and ionization energy). The
exciton and defect properties of the lms were analyzed with
temperature-dependent photoluminescence (PL) measure-
ments. Charge carrier kinetics, transport, and recombination
properties of the lms were examined with optical-pump
terahertz-probe spectroscopy (OPTP) and open-cell time-
resolved microwave conductivity (oc-TRMC). The properties of
the rst prototype CBGSe solar cells were characterized by
current density–voltage (J–V) and external quantum efficiency
(EQE). The measured properties reveal possible limiting factors
and challenges for PV application of this material, and provide
insights on possible approaches for improving the properties of
lms and analogous PV devices based on this system and
related Cu2–II–IV–X4 chalcogenides.

Experimental section
Film and device fabrication

CBGSe and CBTS lms for PL, optical absorption, and Hall
effect measurement were prepared on quartz glass substrates.
The deposition process for both types of lms consists of three
steps: deposition, pre-annealing, and reaction with sulfur/
selenium. First, Cu–Ba–Ge and Cu–Ba–Sn precursor layers
were deposited by consecutive deposition of multiple stacked
layers of Cu, Ge, Sn and Ba using a deposition system (AJA
International) equipped with a vacuum chamber, sputter guns
and an evaporator. The base pressure of the vacuum chamber
was maintained at <5.0 � 10�7 torr. Cu, Ge and Sn layers were
deposited by RF sputtering of Cu (99.999%, 3 inch; Kurt J.
Lesker), Ge (99.999%, 3 inch; AJA International) and Sn
(99.999%, 3 inch; AJA International) targets at 62 W, 60 W and
50 W power, respectively, under 3 mTorr of Ar atmosphere. The
Ba layer was deposited by thermal evaporation of Ba pieces
(99.7%; Strem Chemicals) under vacuum. The precursor layer
conguration is shown in detail in the ESI (Fig. S1†). The
substrates were not intentionally heated during the deposition
processes. Aer completing deposition, the metal precursor
layers were pre-annealed at 580 �C for 30 min in the same
vacuum chamber. This high temperature pre-annealing step
was critical for getting uniform CBGSe and CBTS lms without
blistering, which typically appears for lms from sequentially
deposited precursor layers.27 Aer cooling to room temperature,
the substrates were directly transferred into a N2-lled glove box
to avoid exposure to ambient air. Then, the substrates were
placed on a hotplate at 580 �C for 25 min under Se or S vapor
with a quartz cover, for a chemical reaction to convert the metal
precursor layers into CBGSe or CBTS lms. The experimental
setup for the reaction step is described in detail elsewhere.19

The metal elemental ratios in the nal lms were in the ranges
of Cu/(Ba + Ge) ¼ 0.89–0.92 and Ba/Ge ¼ 1.16–1.22 for CBGSe
lms and Cu/(Ba + Sn) ¼ 0.87–0.89 and Ba/Sn ¼ 1.03–1.11 for
CBTS lms, as determined by energy-dispersive X-ray spectros-
copy. The Hall bars (Fig. S2†) were patterned by mechanical
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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scribing and selected removal of the lms on the substrates.
The electrodes for the Hall bars were Ti (10 nm) and Au (100
nm), deposited sequentially through shadow masks by e-beam
evaporation.

The lms for UPS/IPES measurements and for solar cells
were deposited on Mo-coated soda-lime glass substrates and
prepared using the same deposition methods as described
above, but with a lower pre-annealing temperature of 520 �C.
The reaction (selenization/sulfurization) temperature was also
relatively low, 500 �C, for both CBGSe and CBTS, in order to
control MoS2 and MoSe2 formation at the absorber/Mo inter-
face. CBGSe (and CBTS) solar cells were completed by deposi-
tion of a 50 nm-thick CdS buffer layer using the chemical bath
deposition (CBD) method at 70 �C followed by sequential
deposition of i-ZnO (50 nm) and ITO (150 nm) window layers by
RF sputtering.28–30 Sheet resistance of the ITO layer was �25 U

,�1. Ni (45 nm) and Al (700 nm) front electrodes were depos-
ited through shadow masks using e-beam evaporation. The
solar cells were then mechanically scribed to dene the total
device area of �0.425 cm2. Post-annealing treatment was also
conducted on the solar cells to improve the device performance,
by placing the devices on a hotplate (at 200 �C) under ambient
air for varying amounts of time.
Characterizations of lms and devices

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the lms were acquired at
room temperature using a Malvern Panalytical Empyrean
diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation (l ¼ 1.54056 �A). Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) images were acquired using an FEI
Apreo S system. Atomic metal compositions of the lms were
determined by energy dispersive X-ray measurement performed
at 30 kV acceleration voltage using the SEM system. Room-
temperature PL spectra of the samples were acquired utilizing
a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRam ARAMIS spectrometer, which
consists of a microscope, monochromator (focal length 450
mm) and an air-cooled CCD detector. An excitation wavelength
of 442 nm from a HeCd laser was chosen for the measurements.
Temperature dependent PL was excited with a 409 nm diode
laser and analyzed by a 1/2 m grating monochrometer, using
a thermoelectrically-cooled Si-CCD and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled
InGaAs detector. Samples were mounted on a cold-nger in
a helium closed-cycle cryostat. Optical transmittances of the
samples were measured using a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectro-
photometer. Optical reectance measurements were acquired
with an Enlitech QE-R equipped with integrating sphere.

Hall effect measurement was conducted using a parallel
dipole line system that generates a unidirectional and pure
single harmonic ac magnetic eld,31 with a magnetic eld
amplitude of 0.65 T in the plane of the Hall bar. A Keithley 2400
Source Meter Unit (SMU) was used as the current source and
a Keithley 2001 Digital Multi Meter (DMM) was employed for
voltage measurement. A Keithley 7065 Hall switch matrix card
with high impedance buffer ampliers was used for routing the
signals between the samples, the SMU and DMM. The analysis
of the Hall signal was performed using custom-developed
soware created in Matlab.32 The Hall scattering factor, which
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
generally varies between 1 and 2, is assumed to be r ¼ 1 in the
current study.33 This assumption can lead to an error in
computed Hall carrier densities and mobilities of up to a factor
of two. Additional information on the Hall setup and data
analysis can be found elsewhere.31,33

J–V curves for the CBGSe solar cells under AM1.5G illumi-
nation were measured using a customized system consisting of
Newport-Oriel Sol2A solar simulator and Keithley 2401 source-
meter. EQE curves of the solar cells were measured with an
Enlitech QE-R equipped with a 75 W Xe light source, mono-
chromator (focal length < 120 mm), two digital signal process-
ing lock-in ampliers, and an optical chopper (ac probe-light
frequency of 165 Hz). Both J–V and EQE measurements were
calibrated with a reference Si solar cell.

Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) measurements were per-
formed in an ultra-high vacuum chamber (base pressure of 10�10

mbar) equipped with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and inverse photo-
electron spectroscopy (IPES). For XPS and UPS, the analysis
chamber was tted with a Specs Phoibos 150 hemispherical
energy analyzer. The initial CBTS XPS spectra were collected
using an unmonochromated Al Ka (1486.6 eV) source but, due to
a system upgrade, the CBGSe XPS data were collected using
a monochromated Al Ka source. The system upgrade results in
the CBGSe core levels having smaller FWHMs due to the
improved energy resolution of the source photons. UPS
measurements were carried out using a He 1 (hn ¼ 21.22 eV)
source. To measure the onset of photoemission in UPS, a �3 V
bias was applied to the samples to overcome the contact potential
difference between each sample and the analyzer. IPES
measurements were performed using a homemade spectrometer
that utilizes a band-pass photon detector consisting of an elec-
tron multiplier/KCl photocathode coupled with a SrF2 window.
This setup was operated in the isochromat mode. The resolution
of the IPES setup is �0.6 eV, as determined by the width of the
Fermi edge for clean polycrystalline silver. An Ar+ ion source was
utilized for the removal of surface contaminants. The sputtering
was performed using an extractor voltage of 300 V and a beam
current of 0.1 mA while rastering over the sample area.

Optical-pump terahertz spectroscopy (OPTP) was based on
an amplied Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser with 150 kHz
repetition rate. For terahertz generation and detection, ZnTe
crystals and a double modulation lock-in were used. The pump
beam was the second harmonic with a wavelength of 400 nm at
a photon ux of �1013 photons per pulse per cm2. The open cell
time-resolved microwave conductivity (oc-TRMC) measurement
uses the Ka-band at �30 GHz for microwave generation and the
same laser pulses for photoexcitation as the OPTP setup.

Results and discussion
Basic lm properties

XRD patterns and SEM images of CBGSe and CBTS lms
prepared on quartz glass substrates are shown in Fig. 1a and b.
The XRD patterns of the lms match simulated patterns for
each material without appearance of any secondary peaks (even
when plotting on a log intensity scale), pointing to the single-
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630 | 23621
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of (a) CBGSe (blue line) and CBTS (red line) films deposited on quartz glass substrates. The patterns are
compared with simulated XRD patterns (black lines), created using CrystalDiffract software with lattice parameters adapted from ICDD reference
codes 01-71-2889 for CBGSe and 03-65-7569 for CBTS. (b) SEM surface and cross-section images. The cross-section images of the films were
taken after depositing a thin gold layer (<5 nm) to suppress surface charging. (c) Statistical distribution of the hole carrier densities (p0) and hole
mobilities (mp) extracted from Hall measurements on several distinct CBGSe and CBTS Hall bars. The boxes are determined by (average) �
(standard deviation), and the “x”marks represent the averages and the horizontal lines correspond to the medians. Whiskers represent maximum
and minimum data points.
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phase nature of both lm types. The SEM images indicate
overall average lm thicknesses of approximately 1.1 mm and
1.0 mm for CBGSe and CBTS, respectively. Despite similar
reaction conditions, the CBGSe lm grain widths are generally
slightly larger on average than for corresponding CBTS lms
(average grain widths are �580 nm for CBGSe and �370 nm for
CBTS, as estimated from the square-root of the area divided by
the number of grains within each of the surface SEM images).
The larger grain size may be due to liquid-assisted grain growth
in the GeSe2–Se system, as also reported for Cu2Zn(Sn,Ge)Se4
lms.34,35 We note that, since quartz glass substrates do not
contain sodium, in contrast to soda-lime glass, the lms on
these substrates are expected to be relatively free of sodium
impurities, which are known to impact lm morphology and/or
recombination properties in CIGS and CZTS systems.36–38 We
expect that the nominally comparable crystal structure, band
gap and lm morphologies between CBGSe and CBTS lms will
enable direct comparison of their carrier transport and bulk
recombination properties, as well as assessment of their
potential as PV materials. XRD patterns and SEM images of
CBGSe and CBTS lms deposited on Mo-coated soda-lime glass
substrates are shown in Fig. S3.† The XRD patterns conrm that
both lms predominantly consist of the targeted CBGSe and
23622 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630
CBTS phases (although the CBTS lm shows small diffraction
peaks that likely correspond to a barium sulde phase).

Hall measurements were performed on CBGSe and CBTS
Hall bars to determine the carrier type (p- or n-), density and
mobility. Examples of Hall coefficient extraction are given for
both CBGSe and CBTS in ESI (Fig. S4 and S5†). Both CBGSe and
CBTS lms offer p-type semiconducting behavior. CBGSe
exhibits a sample-averaged hole carrier density of p0 ¼ (2.8 �
1.0) � 1015 cm�3, which is three orders of magnitude higher
than the analogous density of p0 ¼ (5.3 � 6.2) � 1012 cm�3 for
CBTS (Fig. 1c). We note that, in the case of CBTS, acceptor-like
VCu is expected to be the dominant defect,18 contributing to p-
type conductivity. The noticeably higher hole carrier density
of CBGSe compared to CBTS may imply shallower (or higher
density of) VCu or a smaller concentration of compensating
donor defects in CBGSe. A hole mobility of mp ¼ 0.6 � 0.3 cm2

V�1 s�1 is measured for CBGSe, while CBTS shows higher hole
mobility of mp ¼ 3.5 � 1.0 cm2 V�1 s�1.
Photoelectron spectroscopy

To examine band positions of CBGSe and CBTS with respect to
the vacuum level, we have conducted UPS/IPES measurements.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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Fig. 3 Energetic positions of conduction band minimum (ECBM) and
valence band maximum (EVBM) for CBGSe, CBTS and CdS determined
from UPS/IPES measurements. The data for CdS is from ref. 39.
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UPS/IPES spectra of CBGSe and CBTS lms with different mild
Ar ion (0.3 keV) sputtering time are illustrated in Fig. 2. For the
CBTS lm, the near-band-edge and onset region spectra show
a convergence aer 80 min of mild sputter etching, implying
that impurities at the CBTS lm surface have been effectively
removed, exposing nominally intrinsic material properties.
That impurities are being removed is conrmed by the reduc-
tion in UPS signal in the 6 eV–12 eV range, typically attributed to
states resulting from the hybridization of the low-lying O 2p
core level, as well as the XPS close-up scans of the carbon and
oxygen surface contaminants (Fig. S6†). For the CBGSe lm,
convergence is slower, but the cut-off and onset region values
approach convergence aer 120 min of sputtering. We note that
XPS spectra of both CBGSe and CBTS lms do not show
signicant changes in the line-shapes, relative intensities, and
binding energies of Cu 2p, Ba 3d, Ge 3d, Sn 3d, S 2p and Se 3d
core-levels with increasing Ar+ exposure times (with the possible
exception of Cu, which will be discussed later) aer removal of
surface contaminants (Fig. S6 and S7†), indicating that the
sputter cleaning does not introduce severe compositional
changes of the clean material surfaces (Tables S1 and S2†).

Fig. 3 summarizes measured valence band maximum (VBM)
and conduction band minimum (CBM) positions determined
by UPS and IPES, respectively, along with calculated electron
affinity (EA) and band gap (Eg) values for CBGSe and CBTS lms.
The parameters derived at different low-energy sputtering times
are summarized in Table S3.† Once the samples are sputtered
for long enough times to sufficiently remove nearly all surface
contamination, the estimated Eg values from UPS/IPES of �1.9
� 0.2 eV and �2.0 � 0.2 eV for CBGSe and CBTS, respectively,
agree well with the band gaps determined from optical
Fig. 2 UPS and IPES spectra for (a–c) CBGSe and (d–f) CBTS films w
secondary electron onset, (b and e) scans of valence band states and (c
conduction band edge (filled circles).Tangent lines are drawn to show int
ECBM are marked by dashed lines in (c and f).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
absorption spectra (see discussion below). The electron affinity
values are measured to be 3.72 � 0.2 eV and 3.28 � 0.2 eV for
CBGSe and CBTS, respectively. We also note that CdS, which is
a material that has been widely used as a reference buffer layer
in thin lm solar cells, offers an electron affinity of 4.15� 0.3 eV
from our previous UPS analysis.39 Thus, both CBGSe and CBTS
compounds are expected to form a large cliff-type CBO with
a CdS buffer layer. In the Schottky limit, where the CBO of
a junction equals the difference in electron affinity values for
the two contacting materials, the CBGSe/CdS junction will have
a cliff-type CBO of approximately �0.43 eV, while the CBTS/CdS
junction will have an even larger cliff-type CBO corresponding
to �0.87 eV. Large negative CBOs are expected to reduce the
effective distance between the conduction band maximum of
CdS and valence band minimum of CBGSe (or CBTS) at the
interface and promote recombination of charge carriers.25 We
note that, in a previous study,26 CBTS electron affinity was
ith varied Ar+ sputtering times (300 V), including (a and d) UPS He 1
and f) combined close-ups of UPS He 1 valence band edge and IPES
ersection with the background to mark the onset in (a and d). EVBM and

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630 | 23623
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estimated from XPS and electrochemical Mott–Schottky anal-
ysis to be 3.67 eV. Even though the electron affinity determined
by these authors is larger than the value derived in our current
study (�3.3 eV from UPS/IPES analysis), both values suggest
that CBTS would form a large negative CBO with CdS, which
would serve to limit the device performance.

In addition, XPS depth proling of the surface region by Ar
etching shows that CBTS has a Cu-poor surface (Table S1†),
while CBGSe has a Cu-poor/Ba-rich surface (Table S2†). For
CBTS, it is possible that this surface region might contain a very
thin secondary phase such as Cu2Ba3Sn2S8, which forms during
CBTS synthesis under S decient and high temperature condi-
tions.40 This phase is known to have slightly larger band gap
(2.19 eV) than CBTS.40 Similarly, CIGS lms have been reported
to exhibit Cu-deciency on the surface,41 which enhances
diffusion of Cd into the lms,41,42 resulting in carrier type
inversion of the CIGS lm surfaces and formation of a buried
junction.43 Metal stoichiometry variation at the surfaces may at
least partially account for the unexpected positions of the Fermi
levels relative to EVBM values (Table S3†), which do not agree
with bulk carrier densities derived from Hall effect measure-
ments. Detailed impact of surface chemistry on device proper-
ties is also currently unknown and requires further
investigation.
Optical spectroscopy

Next, we examine the unique shape of the optical absorption
coefficient (a) spectra, which exhibit similar onsets at approxi-
mately 2 eV (Fig. 4) in both materials. Note that, although we
nd good general agreement between the absorption coefficient
derived from transmission/reection measurements and from
the EQE of the CBGSe and CBTS solar cells (as presented in
a later section), we used the latter for the discussion below,
because of the presence of scattering artifacts (perhaps associ-
ated with lm roughness) in the UV-Vis-derived absorption in
the long wavelength region. A shoulder and slight peak can be
seen for CBTS towards lower photon energies, which has
recently been attributed to a free exciton.26 Modeling the
absorption coefficient of CBTS with the Elliott model for exciton
absorption (as detailed in ESI Note S1†) yields an Eg of 2.098 �
Fig. 4 Room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) and absorption coeffi
are analyzed using the Elliott model, leading to free exciton binding en
spectrum is modeled with an additional high energy transition at 2.10 eV

23624 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630
0.010 eV and an exciton binding energy of 25 � 5 meV. A
previous report on CBTS estimated signicantly larger exciton
binding energies of 37 meV from ellipsometry data and 64 meV
from transmission measurements.26 The absorption properties
of CBGSe are found to be more complex and may be modeled by
contributions from two band edge transitions: a lower transi-
tion of 2.03 � 0.01 eV and a higher transition at 2.10 � 0.01 eV,
as well as an excitonic contribution with a binding energy of 20
� 5 meV for each transition. The observation of these two
distinct band edge transitions indicates the possible presence
of a split-off valence band at the G point, featuring allowed
transitions to the conduction band as has been found in
CuGaSe2.44 Although DFT calculations also indicated the pres-
ence of an indirect transition 10 meV below the direct transi-
tion,14 we do not expect this to inuence the absorption
measurement, due to the much lower transition probability for
the indirect band edge.

The static dielectric constant, 30, is not experimentally
known in these materials, but a slightly lower free-exciton
binding energy of CBGSe in comparison to CBTS is expected
due to the previously reported smaller computed relative
effective masses of electrons me (0.16 for CBGSe vs. 0.22 for
CBTS) and holes mh (0.41 for CBGSe vs. 0.64 for CBTS), which
result in exciton reduced masses, m, of 0.16 (CBTS) and 0.12
(CBGSe),14,45 calculated as the geometric mean45 of the corre-
sponding effective mass values along a, b, and c crystallographic
directions.14 From the well-known equation for the exciton
ground state, EFX ¼ Ry � m/30

2, where Ry ¼ 13.6 eV is the Ryd-
berg energy, we estimate static dielectric constants of 9.3 � 1.3
and 9.0 � 1.4 for CBTS and CBGSe, respectively. A lower theo-
retical value of 30 ¼ 6.1 has been calculated previously for
CBTS.46

To assess the possible effect of excitons on the optoelectronic
properties of solar cells, the fraction of free charge carriers over
total charge carriers including excitons, also called free carrier
quantum yield (f), has been determined using the Saha equa-
tion (see ESI Note S2†).47,48 The free carrier quantum yield at
room temperature is shown in Fig. S8† for a wide range of free
carrier densities and the two exciton binding energies of 20meV
and 25 meV. The analysis shows that, for carrier densities
cient spectra of the (a) CBTS and (b) CBGSe films. The absorption data
ergies of 25 meV (CBTS) and 20 meV (CBGSe). Note, that the GBGSe
and associated exciton contribution with a binding energy of 20 meV.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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expected under solar cell operation, the free carrier quantum
yield at room temperature approaches unity, indicating negli-
gible exciton concentrations under steady state conditions.
Thus, no detrimental inuence of the excitons on the charge
carrier mobility or PV application of the material is expected.

Although the PL emission at room temperature shown in
Fig. 4a and b appears to originate from the excitonic region, the
estimation of the free-carrier quantum yield discussed in the
last paragraph suggests that, at room temperature, the lumi-
nescence is dominated by band-to-band transitions, with
a minor inuence of excitons. The temperature dependence of
the PL for CBTS (Fig. 5a) shows that the room temperature PL
blueshis to 2.107 eV and signicantly narrows as the temper-
ature decreases to �50 K. This blueshi agrees with the
observations by Crovetto et al., (although their transitions are
shied to lower energy by 30–40 meV),46 and can be explained
with the temperature dependence of the band gap.20 The
signicant narrowing of the transition below 100 K indicates
that, for low temperatures, the emission from the free exciton is
observed. Below 50 K, another sharp line appears 30 meV below
the free exciton transition, which dominates over the free
exciton at lower temperatures and which we attribute to an
exciton bound to a defect in accordance with literature.26,46 The
additional binding energy of the bound exciton is 30 meV, as
determined by the energy difference between the respective PL
transitions.

For CBGSe, the band edge PL peak also blue shis with
decreasing temperature (Fig. 5b), which in analogy to CBTS can
be interpreted as the temperature dependence of the band gap.
However, in this case, we only observe the evolution of a free
exciton, with no bound excitonic line being observed at cryo-
genic temperatures. As can be seen in Fig. 5c, both CBGSe and
CBTS exhibit PL peaks below the excitonic transitions at low
temperature, with transition energies of 2.016 eV and 1.962 eV,
respectively. These can be attributed to shallow defect transi-
tions. For CBGSe, these defects are only 90 meV from the band
edges and may be related to the acceptors responsible for the
doping density measured by the Hall measurement. For the
Fig. 5 Temperature-dependent PL spectra showing: (a) excitonic region
region for CBGSe with free exciton (FX). (c) Comparison of PL from dee

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
CBTS lm, the shallow defects are deeper within the band gap
(140 meV), which reduces associated defect ionization and thus
the release of free charge carriers, perhaps explaining (or
contributing to) the low doping level observed for this material.
Additionally, deep luminescence at�1.4 eV is more pronounced
for CBGSe than for CBTS and reects a similar situation to that
reported for CSTS,26 pointing to CBGSe having a higher
concentration of deep-level defects than CBTS (at least for the
current lm preparation conditions). The PL peaks of CBGSe at
1.4 eV–1.6 eV indicate defects that are approximately 400 meV–
700 meV below the band edges. Since deep-levels usually
dominate Shockley–Read–Hall recombination, this suggests
that CBGSe may suffer from a high degree of nonradiative
recombination.

Recombination and charge carrier kinetics were also probed
by transient photoconductivity using optical pump terahertz
probe spectroscopy (OPTP) and open-cell time-resolved micro-
wave conductivity (oc-TRMC) (Fig. 6). The decay of the photo-
conductivity measured by OPTP (Fig. 6c) features an initial fast
decay of about 10 ps followed by a longer decay time of 0.9 ns
and 1.7 ns for CBTS and CBGSe, respectively. The photocon-
ductivity transients from OPTP and oc-TRMC are combined in
Fig. 6a, with the differential decay time plotted in Fig. 6b. The
differential decay time constant increases from �3 ps shortly
aer the excitation pulse, to a value of order 1 ns at intermediate
delay times, to beyond a microsecond for further increasing
delay times for both CBTS and CBGSe. In the previous OPTP
studies on CBTSSe and Cu2ZnSnSe4, longer decay components
were observed aer an initial fast decay of photoconductivity,
which was attributed to surface recombination.39,49 We expect
that most of the incident excitation light is absorbed near the
surface of CBGSe and CBTS lms, considering the very short
penetration depth (�39 nm for CBGSe and�44 nm for CBTS) of
light with 400 nm wavelength for both CBGSe and CBTS, esti-
mated from the inverse of the optical absorption coefficients
(Fig. S9†). To more denitively clarify the inuence of surface
recombination in the current samples, an additional excitation
source with a wavelength of 400 nm < l < 620 nm would be
for CBTS with free exciton (FX) and bound exciton (BX). (b) Excitonic
p-level defects at 21 K (note logarithmic PL intensity scale).

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630 | 23625
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Fig. 6 Transient behavior for CBTS and CBGSe. (a) Photoconductivity transients measured by optical-pump terahertz-probe spectroscopy
(OPTP) (100 fs–1.8 ns) and by open-cell time-resolved microwave conductivity (oc-TRMC) (100 ps–1 ms) on CBGSe and CBTS films. The solid
lines are guides to the eye. (b) Differential decay time of CBGSe and CBTS films derived from the transient photoconductivity. (c) Photocon-
ductivity transients measured by OPTP. (d) Sum of electron and hole mobilities at terahertz frequencies, mS, measured by OPTP and modeled by
the Drudemodel of free charge carrier transport (dashed line) for the CBGSe sample, yields a scattering time, sscat, of 0.8 fs for a reduced effective
mass, mr, of 0.13.
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required, which is currently not available in our experimental
setup. Still, considering the similarity in materials and pro-
cessing conditions between CBGSe/CBTS and previously
studied lower band gap CBTSSe,39 the fast initial decay in Fig. 6c
for both CBGSe and CBTS may reasonably be attributed to
surface recombination. Although this initial fast decay time will
dominate the recombination (and therefore solar cell perfor-
mance) in a device, the larger intermediate decay time on the
order of 1 ns may correspond to the true bulk lifetime without
inuence of the surface. We note that a lifetime of 1–2 ns would
be still considered relatively modest compared to lifetimes in
state-of-the-art chalcopyrite or perovskite materials, which can
reach several hundred nanoseconds to microseconds. The
origin of the long decay times at large delays is not immediately
clear, but could be due to detrapping from deep-levels, which
become lled at the beginning of the transient. Such detrapping
can produce apparent decay times that greatly exceed the true
minority carrier lifetimes, dependent on the energy depths of
the trapping levels.50 We note that, for both CBTS and CBGSe,
deep trap levels have been detected in the low temperature PL
measurements (Fig. 5c), thus providing support for this
interpretation.

The terahertz mobility of CBGSe was measured by OPTP at 200
ps aer photoexcitation and scaled to the initial amplitude of the
photoconductivity transient. In the measurement, the sum of elec-
tron and hole mobility, mS, is probed at very high alternating
currents that oscillate at terahertz frequencies (Fig. 6d). The real and
imaginary parts exhibit a rather at frequency-dependence for
CBGSe, which indicates free charge carrier transport with short
scattering times. The short scattering time may indicate the pres-
ence of high density of scattering sites – e.g., ionized defects in
23626 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630
CBGSe. Fitting the spectra with the Drude model (ESI Note S3†),
yields an extremely short scattering time of only 0.8 fs, if a reduced
relative effective mass (mr) of 0.13 is assumed, in accordance with
DFT calculations.14 Assuming equal scattering times for electrons
and holes and effective masses of 0.16 and 0.65,14 the summobility
of 11 cm2 V�1 s�1 can be separated into hole mobility of
2.2 cm2 V�1 s�1 and electronmobility of 8.8 cm2 V�1 s�1. The lower
Hall-derived holemobility of 0.6� 0.3 cm2 V�1 s�1 can be explained
by transport barriers at grain boundaries, which do not affect the
OPTP derived terahertz mobility.51 We also note that for CBTS we
obtain an averaged sum mobility of approximately 24 cm2 V�1 s�1,
which is of similar order as the value for CBGSe, while both values
are signicantly lower than the 140 cm2 V�1 s�1 previously observed
for the related material, CBTSSe.39
CBGSe prototype solar cells

To provide a rst indication of the PV potential of the CBGSe
system, we fabricated and evaluated (Fig. 7) CBGSe prototype
solar cells with a structure based on CBD-CdS as buffer and
sputter-deposited i-ZnO and ITO as window layers (see cross-
section SEM image in Fig. S10,† which also indicates a CBGSe
lm thickness of �1.0–1.2 mm). The impact of post-annealing
treatment (at 200 �C) on the devices under ambient air was
also considered (similar to a previous CBTSSe study16). Aer
initial 5 min of post-annealing, VOC, JSC, and PCE values for the
12 devices considered show a drastic increase while FF values
decrease (Fig. 7a). Extending annealing treatment to 20 min did
not cause noticeable changes in overall solar cell parameters. J–
V curves for one of the highest-performing solar cells (Fig. 7b)
yielded the following improvement aer the 20 min anneal:
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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Fig. 7 (a) Statistical distribution of the solar cell performance parameters of 12 prototype CBGSe solar cells with ITO/i-ZnO/CdS/CBGSe/Mo/
soda-lime glass structure. The change in the parameters with increasing post-annealing treatment time (at 200 �C under ambient air) is also
shown. The boxes are determined by (average) � (standard deviation), and the “x” marks represent the average values and the horizontal lines
correspond to the medians. Whiskers represent maximum andminimum data points. (b) J–V and (c) EQE (with integrated photocurrent densities
on the right axis) curves of a representative CBGSe solar cell (before and after post-annealing at 200 �C for a total of 20 min). Inset: an optical
image of four CBGSe solar cell devices, each with device area of 0.425 cm2. Black and red lines in (b) represent dark and light J–V curves,
respectively.
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452 mV / 623 mV VOC, 3.08 mA cm�2 / 5.67 mA cm�2 JSC,
45.2% / 42.5% FF, and 0.63% / 1.50% PCE. The maximum
PCE of a post-annealed CBGSe device is comparable to that
reported for co-sputtered CBTS solar cells with CBD-CdS as
a buffer layer (PCE¼ 1.6%), with however a lower VOC value (i.e.,
VOC z 713 mV for the co-sputtered CBTS device).17 For
comparison, an analogous as-prepared CBTS solar cell with the
same structure as the current CBGSe device (i.e., CBD-CdS as
buffer and sputter-deposited i-ZnO and ITO as window layers)
and fabricated using the same approach as the CBGSe devices,
yielded a PCE of 1.31% (see Table 1). While JSC of the current
CBTS devices show similar improvement to the CBGSe devices
aer post-annealing (Fig. S11†), VOC and FF decrease signi-
cantly with increasing post-annealing time, leading to only
small changes in overall PCE.

One-diode device parameters, including reverse saturation
current (J0), ideality factor (n), series resistance (RS), and shunt
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
conductance (GSh), are derived from J–V data associated with
a representative CBGSe device using the Lambert-W function
tting method (Table 1).52 According to this tting (Fig. S12†),
the as-prepared CBGSe device is limited by high J0, n (>1), GSh,
and RS. Post-annealing treatment partly reduces these parame-
ters (J0, n, and RS), except for GSh, which shows a noticeable
increase (0.7 mS cm�2 / 3.9 mS cm�2). Among these, high J0
(>1 � 10�3 mA cm�2) indicates a high degree of recombination
loss, which in turn limits solar cell VOC. High n (>1) value
suggests that the dominant recombination path might be associ-
ated with the space charge region (although further more detailed
device measurements must be conducted to conrm this assign-
ment).53TheCBGSe solar cell shows highRS (3.1U cm2; Table 1). In
this case, contribution from bulk CBGSe to RS (i.e., RS,CBGSe) is
expected to be �0.7 U cm2, estimated using the Hall data and the
following equation: RS,CBGSe ¼ t/p0emp, where t is the CBGSe lm
thickness. Optimization in the CBGSe lm thickness and sheet
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630 | 23627
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Table 1 Solar cell performance parameters, and one-diode model parameters from light J–V curves derived using the Lambert-W function
fitting method52 from a representative as-deposited and post-annealed CBGSe and CBTS solar cell

VOC (mV) JSC (mA cm�2) FF (%) PCE (%) J0 (mA cm�2) n RS (U cm2) GSh (mS cm�2)

As-prepared CBGSe device 452 3.08 45.2 0.63 5.6 � 10�2 4.5 3.6 0.7
Post-annealed (200 �C/20 min) CBGSe
device

623 5.67 42.5 1.50 1.3 � 10�3 3.1 3.1 3.9

As-prepared CBTS device 758 3.04 56.7 1.31 2.0 � 10�6 2.1 4.7 1.1
Post-annealed (200 �C/24 min) CBTS
device

633 4.64 47.4 1.39 3.1 � 10�4 2.7 9.2 2.6
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resistances of the ITO and Mo/MoSe2 layers may improve the RS
and FF values. Finally, the signicant enhancement of GSh values
upon annealing, which also adversely impacts FF, may arise due to
reduction in contact resistances among the device layers (expected
to be particularly impactful where there are pinholes). Because the
post-annealing temperature (200 �C) is noticeably lower than the
formation temperature (�500 �C) for the absorber layer, it is not
expected that the pinhole densities change for the CBGSe lms
during the annealing process.

The low EQE values (<30% in the as-deposited device; see
Fig. 7c) at short wavelength (400 nm–500 nm) reect both optical
losses within the CdS layer due to its band gap value, which
corresponds to 520 nm wavelength,54 and carrier collection losses
from the near-heterojunction region of the absorber layer. The
device also shows even lower response (EQE < 20%) in the long
wavelength region (>500 nm), likely reecting low carrier collection
efficiency in the bulk region of the absorber layer associated with
a high density of recombination centers.55 As shown in Fig. 7c, the
EQE values of the post-annealed CBGSe devices show marked
improvement, perhaps through passivation of defects or grain
boundaries. Defect passivation by post-annealing has also been
demonstrated and is known to be benecial for CZTS devices, due
in part to oxide (SnOx) formation at the grain boundaries and
interfaces, which provides a type-I band offset with CZTS at these
boundaries, thereby suppressing recombination of charge
carriers.56 However, even aer post-annealing treatment, the rela-
tively limited EQE values for the CBGSe solar cell as compared to
devices based on othermaterials such as CBTSSe (whose EQE at l >
500 nm wavelength reaches well above 60%),16 indicate limited
charge carrier collection in the CBGSe device, presumably due to
signicant interface/bulk recombination, which may also be
responsible for the observed large VOC decit (¼Eg/q� VOC ¼ �1.3
V) for the CBGSe solar cells.
Conclusions

CBGSe and CBTS compounds share important similarities in
terms of high-level properties – i.e., they have the same trigonal
crystal structure (P31 space group) and similar quasi-direct band
gaps (�2.0 eV). To identify the key differences and similarities
in the underlying properties between these two compounds,
electronic characteristics (i.e., electron affinity, hole carrier
concentration and mobility, defect levels, recombination, and
charge carrier kinetics) have been examined for associated
vacuum-deposited thin lms employing various techniques
(i.e., Hall effect, UPS/IPES, temperature-dependent PL, OPTP,
23628 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2021, 9, 23619–23630
and oc-TRMC). The optical absorption characteristics of CBGSe
and CBTS lms were modeled using the Elliott equation for
exciton absorption, yielding room temperature band gap values
of 2.03 � 0.01 eV and 2.098 � 0.010 eV and estimated exciton
binding energies of 20 meV and 25 meV, respectively. According
to the free carrier quantum yield (f), estimated using the Saha
equation and derived exciton binding energies, negligible
exciton concentrations under steady state conditions at
ambient temperatures would be expected for both CBGSe and
CBTS lms, pointing to no detrimental effect from excitons
within associated solar cells. The room-temperature PL spectra
for both types of lms therefore also predominantly originate
from band-edge emission, while at low temperature free (for
both CBGSe and CBTS) and bound (for CBTS) excitons become
important. At low temperature, deep luminescence (�1.4 eV
from the band-edge) is considerably more pronounced for
CBGSe than for CBTS, suggesting the presence of a broader and/
or higher concentration of deep-level defects in CBGSe. These
defects (potential recombination centers) may lead to a higher
degree of nonradiative recombination in CBGSe than for anal-
ogous CBTS lms, and point to a need to develop defect
passivation strategies for this absorber.

Recombination and charge carrier kinetics of CBGSe and
CBTS have also been examined from photoconductivity tran-
sients measured by OPTP and oc-TRMC. For both systems, we
observe a fast decay followed by a slow decay component. The
fast decay (�10 ps time constant) dominates the initial recom-
bination of charge carriers for both CBGSe and CBTS lms.
Because most of the incident light excitation (400 nm wave-
length) is absorbed near the lm surface (<50 nm depth), the
fast initial decay in photoconductivity may arise due to surface
recombination. UPS/IPES-derived electron affinity values of
approximately 3.7 eV and 3.3 eV for CBGSe and CBTS lms,
respectively, point to large cliff-type CBOs with a CdS buffer
layer (EA ¼ 4.15 eV),39 which may therefore worsen interface
recombination losses in prospective PV devices. According to
the Hall measurements, CBGSe exhibits a higher bulk hole
carrier concentration (�3 � 1015 cm�3) compared to CBTS (�5
� 1012 cm�3), possibly due to shallow defect levels (e.g., VCu

defects18) being relatively closer to the band edge in CBGSe (90
meV) compared to CBTS (140meV), according to associated low-
temperature PL spectra. The Hall measurements also reveal low
hole mobility of �0.6 cm2 V�1 s�1 for CBGSe relative to CBTS
(�3.5 cm2 V�1 s�1). The difference between the CBGSe Hall-
derived hole mobility (�0.6 cm2 V�1 s�1) and inferred OPTP-
derived value (�2.2 cm2 V�1 s�1) may reect transport barriers at
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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grain boundaries for the former measurement. The OPTP-derived
terahertz electron/hole sum mobility values are relatively low for
both CBGSe (�11 cm2 V�1 s�1) and CBTS (�24 cm2 V�1 s�1) lms
compared to the value previously measured for the related CBTSSe
material (140 cm2 V�1 s�1),39 suggesting the presence of a higher
density of scattering sites (e.g., ionized defects).

We also report the rst prototype CBGSe solar cells based on
a baseline structure typically used for multinary chalcogenide
solar cells (i.e., using a CdS/i-ZnO/ITO top stack). As-prepared
CBGSe solar cells yield a relatively limited VOC (�0.45 V)
compared to analogously prepared CBTS devices (�0.76 V). The
CBGSe devices show noticeable improvement aer a post-
annealing treatment (at 200 �C for up to 20 min in air), and
yield a maximum PCE of �1.5% with VOC of 0.62 V. However,
even aer the treatment, the device still shows large VOC decit
(�1.3 V) and limited quantum efficiency (<60%), which likely
reects a large performance loss due to bulk and interface
recombination. The combination of substantial sub-band gap
luminescence (mentioned above) combined with evidence for
surface recombination points to the need for developing defect
and interface passivation strategies for improving the solar cell
performance. Furthermore, the low electron affinity (�3.7 eV)
for CBGSe necessitates pursuing low electron affinity buffer
materials, such as ZnS, ZnSe and Ga2O3, to minimize the
interface recombination. Finally, the band gap for CBGSe (Eg z
2 eV) can be appropriate for a top cell of a tandem device, while
it is too large for high efficiency single heterojunction solar
cells, according to Shockley–Queisser considerations.57 The
limited carrier collection of CBGSe in a single-junction solar cell
can likely be improved by adjusting the band gap – e.g., by
partial substitution of Ge with Sn to achieve a more optimum
value, i.e., 1.0 eV < Eg < 1.6 eV.24
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